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Agenda for call

Number Item Lead Time

1 Welcome Simon 5 mins

2 Enhancement assessment at PR19 and look towards 
PR24 Simon 10 mins

3 Focus on data improvements Paul 10 mins

4 Severn Trent – enhancement benchmarking models Rob 15 mins

5 United Utilities – historic and forecast costs in 
assessment process Sam 15 mins

7 Breakout discussion – 4 questions (10 mins on each) Breakout 40 mins

8 Breakout feedback All 10 mins

9 Final comments, future CAWG topics and close Simon / all 10 mins
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Timelines to business plans

The timescales of processes impacting enhancement and regular data reporting are tight with very 
little opportunity to make significant changes. Therefore, we need to focus on areas we can improve 
over the next few months.

Key dates in lead up to PR24:
• Future CAWG dates  - 1 and 30 March 2022
• APR submission – July 2022
• Draft business plan data tables and PR24 methodology – June/July 2022
• Updated business plan data tables and final PR24 methodology – December 2022
• DWMP24:

o Draft – June 2022

o Final – March 2023 
• WRMP24: 

o Draft – October 2022

o Revised draft – May 2023

o Final WRMP24 – August 2023
• WINEP submission for PR24 – March 2023
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PR19 enhancement cost assessment – general approach

For WINEP and supply-demand 
balance/metering enhancement 
assessments we undertook an in the round 
adjustment at a programme level to 
mitigate against individual model 
forecasting uncertainties and potential 
misallocation against individual lines. 

If the expenditure was below 0.5% the 
water or wastewater wholesale totex, we 
carried out a shallow dive assessment. This 
was light touch and we allowed costs after 
applying a ‘company specific efficiency 
factor’ where appropriate. There were some 
enhancement activities where the costs 
proposed by each company were of very low 
materiality and we allowed the costs in full. 

For activities not undertaken by most 
companies or where benchmarking was 
not possible and the requested expenditure 
was above 0.5% of the company’s water or 
wastewater wholesale totex, we carried out 
deep dive assessments. The process used 
the same criteria as those for cost 
adjustment claims. Costs were assessed 
through a range of approaches from 
specific unit costing and evidence of 
bottom up methods.

For activities where most companies incur 
costs and we identified appropriate cost 
drivers and used econometric or unit cost 
models. Our benchmarking relied on 
forecast data from company plans.

Benchmarking analysis

Deep dive

Shallow dive

In the round assessment

Enhancement expenditure is generally where there is a permanent increase or step change in the current 
level of service to a new “base” level and/or the provision to new customers of the current service level. 
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PR19 enhancement cost assessment – PR19 examples (I)

PR19 benchmarking models covered roughly 70% of all 
the enhancement proposals. Where the use of modelled 
benchmarks were not possible we used a mix of deep 
and shallow dives. Of those not modelled, approximately 
60% of company requests across the enhancement lines 
were deep dived and 40% shallow dived. 

Price 
Control

Enhancement 
Lines

Modelled
areas

Individual 
Deep 
Dives

Individual 
Shallow 

Dives

Water 24 2 87 58

Waste 32 8 52 39

Benchmark models

• Metering enhancement (£651 million PR19 allowance): 
New meter installations calculated using a 
triangulation of two models with the number of meter 
installations (optant and selective) as the cost driver 
together with the forecast totex on metering for 2018-
2025. See chart for levels model. This was 
supplemented by deep dive for factors and activities 
not captured by model such as large scale smart meter 
programmes. 

• Lead enhancement (£186 million PR19 allowance): 
For all companies calculated using the triangulation of a log model and unit cost model, with 
number of lead pipes replaced for water quality purposes being used as the cost driver. 
Supplemented by deep dives for <10ug/l standard ambitions.
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PR19 enhancement cost assessment – PR19 examples (II)

Deep dives

• Raw water deterioration (£336 million PR19 allowance): This area of enhancement investment 
had requests from 16 companies. Based on the materiality threshold 11 company requested 
were assessed via a deep dive, with the remaining five shallow dived (total shallow dive 
allowance £16 million). The deep dives included challenges in relation to cost assurance and 
optioneering evidence. 

Shallow dive

• Odour (£27 million): Requests received from three companies. Not material enough to require a 
deep dive due to the level of investment proposed but was sufficient enough meaning that a 
shallow dive efficiency challenge was applied.

Assessment in the round

• Wastewater WINEP in the round (£4,178 million): We took a programme level approach to 
setting an efficient allowance for wastewater WINEP/NEP. Rather than develop our view of 
efficient cost within each enhancement area, we developed our view of efficient costs at a 
programme level. Following this process if a company is considered inefficient in one model and 
efficient in another, the outcomes will balance to a degree. This better accounts for the 
accuracy of individual models (of which there were 18) and differences in approaches to cost 
allocations companies may make.
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Look towards PR24

PR24 and Beyond: Creating tomorrow together, May 2021
At PR19 benchmarking models covered 70% of the enhancement proposals and we are looking to 
extend our approach for PR24 optimising the need for bespoke analysis of robust qualitative 
evidence10.3. And may include… information from industry databases and expert cost consultants10.3.

To enable this we need to consider dealing with uncertainty, moving towards net zero, accounting for 
public value, accounting for social and environmental impacts, and how nature based solutions and 
partnership working is all encompassed for the long term10.3.

Our reflections on lessons learnt from PR19, Dec 2020
We seek to ensure base and enhancement costs are correctly allocated7.1.1, minimising re-
allocations7.1.2; enhance clarity of our expectations of evidence to support enhancement proposals not 
driven by statutory requirements7.3.3; and how to gain assurance on the efficiency of forecast cost 
data7.3.3.

CMA Final Report, March 2021
The CMA adopted the same broad approach to assess enhancement allowances in their review of 
price determinations5.16. Noting areas where the use of 2019/20 out-turn costs4.39, broader range of 
model specifications6.41, ex-post reporting of P-removal costs for PR245.105 should be considered. 

https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/PR24-and-Beyond-Creating-tomorrow-together.pdf
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/PR24-and-beyond-Our-reflections-on-lessons-learnt-from-PR19.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/60702370e90e076f5589bb8f/Final_Report_---_web_version_-_CMA.pdf
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APR data changes since PR19

Leakage: We require that companies report costs of both maintaining and reducing leakage.  We are 
working with the sector to develop more detailed reporting requirements to understand the costs, 
scale of activity and benefits of common areas of leakage management such as detection, repair and 
prevention. This will facilitate comparisons of company strategies and their relative efficiencies, 
Table 6D.

Metering: We require that the reporting of scale of metering activity, benefits and costs is further 
subdivided by meter type, we have updated the reporting guidance for 2021-22 following company 
feedback. Tables 4R and 6D:
• Basic meter;
• AMR meter; and
• AMI meter (reported as capable or active in Table 4R)

P-removal and WRMP: We require scheme level costs and cost drivers for phosphorus removal 
schemes in WINEP, Table 7F and WRMP schemes, Table 6F.  This supplements our programme level 
modelling and allows a comparison of historical and forecast costs. 

We have proposed additional wastewater sub-categories to aid reporting, Table 4M: 
• Sewage collection split into 3 elements: Foul; Surface water drainage; and Highway drainage; and
• Sewage treatment split into 2 elements: Sewage treatment and disposal; 

and Sludge liquor treatment.
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Further changes needed

We want to consider if PR19 models can be improved, if changes in the scale and type of investment may 
require updates to PR19 models, and how we can incorporate best value, nature based solutions and whole 
life costing into benchmarks. Early sight of data requirements will help ensure an appropriate assessment 
approach is taken, improve the robustness of models, and minimise the need for data queries during the 
price review. 

Some issues for us to consider:
• What additional data (costs, benefits and drivers) and for which enhancement areas would help 

benchmarking at PR24? 
• How should we incorporate historical data rather than rely solely on forecasts and how is this best 

achieved?
• Should enhancement lines reflect more comparable activities rather than high level drivers that can be 

difficult to benchmark?  
• Do we need to split lines to reflect increasing number of green (nature based) interventions?
• For WINEP in particular do we need to align enhancement cost and benefit reporting to statutory and non-

statutory drivers?
• How do we report and assess the additional benefits (wider value) provided by best value optimised 

investments compared to the least cost solution?
• Due to the tight timescales before the submission of business plans we need to focus where data changes 

will be most beneficial. What does this need to be and can it be reported immediately (and back cast)? 
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THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE 
ENHANCEMENT ASSESSMENT

Principle Benefit What would need to be true

Use models wherever 
possible / appropriate

• Transparent and drives efficiency
• Consistent with wider cost 

assessment approach
• Enables companies to put better 

evidenced and more focused 
business cases

• Consider data / develop models early
• Earlier commitment from all parties 

to agree which investment areas are 
both material and suitable for 
modelling 

• Earlier data collection (from some or 
all companies)

• Business plans could then focus on 
evidencing the need/ scale and CBA etc and 
not on evidencing efficiency. 

Have a clear approach 
where models can not 
be applied

• Enables companies to put better 
evidenced and more focused 
business cases

• Acceptance that in these cases Ofwat would 
have to tailor the assessment on a case by 
case basis after plans have been submitted

Minimise overlap with 
base or between 
enhancement models

• Reduces complexity
• Increases transparency between 

cost and outcomes

• Be clear about service expectations to be 
delivered through base costs

• Be clear about the treatment of areas that 
were included in the model (e.g. growth)
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REFLECTION ON PR19
Modelled enhancement Unmodelled 

enhancement 
(Shallow / Deep dive)

Enhancement cost 
adjustment claims

Specific Enhancement 
models:
• Most Waste WINEP 

drivers
• SDB
• Metering
• 1st time sewerage
• Lead pipes
Part of base econometric 
models:
• Sewer flooding 
• Growth
• Low pressure

Deep dive / shallow 
dive determined by 
materiality
• Resilience
• Water WINEP 

drivers
• Remaining Waste 

WINEP drivers
• Raw water 

deterioration
• Customer driven 

enhancements
• SEMD

• Mixed – confusion 
of whether  
challenges to 
enhancement 
models to be 
presented as cost 
adjustment claims 
(in contrast to 
enhancement 
business cases)

• Most CACs were 
for base model 
adjustment claims

Observations:
• Significant components of enh. were not modelled
• Wide range of model materiality
• Challenges to modelled enh. typically managed through 

modifications to models rather than use of cost adjustments
• As more enh. expenditure is modelled – Ofwat’s preference –

need to make sure models are robust and a useful tool to 
expose / drive efficiency

SVE PR19 
Enhancement

Water
£m (and as %)

Waste
£m (and as %)

Wholesale

Modelled 165 (40%) 330 (73%) 495 (57%)

Individual 
models

Lead 6   (1%)
SDB 85 (21%)

Metering 74 (18%)

Flow monitoring 5 (1%)
FFT 29 (6%)

STW storage 7 (2%)
Network storage 31 (7%)

Chemical removal 12 (3%)
P removal 316 (70%)

WINEP BP adj.s -82 (-18%)
1st time sewerage 13 (3%)

Unmodelled:
Deep dive
Shallow dive

190 (46%)
56 (14%)

58 (13%)
64 (14%)

249 (29%)
120 (14%)

Total 412 452 864

Distribution of PR19 enhancement assessment for SVERange of PR19 enhancement assessment approaches

Questions for PR24:
• Is there scope to extend the cost drivers that are modelled?
• Is there scope to improve the robustness of the existing 

enhancement models (particularly those with the most 
material investment)?

• Where material drivers are not suitable for modelling, we 
should focus on improving the assessment approach/ clarity of 
the approach rather than seeking models what will not have 
an appropriate level of robustness.
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REFLECTION ON PR19

Need Management 
control

Best option for 
customers

Cost robustness 
and efficiency

Customer 
protection

Pass 51% 23% 34% 18% 48%

Partial pass 19% 13% 28% 42% 17%

Fail 3% 5% 0% 22% 3%

Not assessed 27% 59% 38% 18% 32%

When we reflect on the assessments of all enhancement deep dives and cost adjustment claims, there are a few key observations
1. Cost robustness and efficiency is the worst performing test. There are lots of reasons for this, but developing and using 

enhancement models is a way of increasing confidence that enhancement spend is being delivered efficiently
2. We think we (SVE) could have done a better job of writing business cases if we had better understood how Ofwat was planning to 

assess them
3. Nearly half (42%) of all claims had some form of adjustment made to the costs. Whilst Ofwat clearly described what adjustments 

had been applied, the reasoning of how/why they had been applied was less clear (e.g. using models, separate analysis, 
judgement). Using clearly identified models would reduce this ambiguity.

Key question (suggestion on next slide): 
• How should the assessment gates be best focused for different types of enh assessment? 

• No enh model is available, 
• Evidence when a model is being used to identify efficient costs, 
• Evidence when the applicability of a model is being challenged (e.g. cost adjustment claim).

This seeks to allow focus on delivering evidence that is required, rather than areas that are not assessed 
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SUGGESTED FOCUS OF THE 
ASSESSMENT APPROACHES

Above materiality threshold Below materiality 
threshold

Cross sector 
enhancement -

modellable

Unmodellable Cross sector 
enhancement -

modellable

Everything 
else

statutory Non-
statutory

statutory Non-
statutory

Need
✓(just 

scale)

✓ ✓(just 

scale)

✓  

Need for an adjustment Only if there are company 
specific reasons that the 

model doesn’t reflect 
their costs

   

Management control
 ✓  ✓  

Best options for customers
 ✓ ✓ ✓  

Robust and efficient costs


use model



use model

✓ ✓ ✓ 

Customer protection
 ✓  ✓  

NB affordability and board assurance are better assessed at total or service level

Tailoring assessment gates to 
the type of claim 

This should consider:
• If model is available
• The materiality
• Is it statutory?

This could be used to tailor the 
relevant gates used in the 
assessment.

Allows companies to focus on 
providing material that is 
needed rather than filling gaps 
that are subsequently not 
assessed.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR 
ENHANCEMENT MODELS

Appropriate level of 
granularity (Not too small: 

immaterial; Not too big: 
too much pressure on 

simple models) 

Appropriate data is 
available and of necessary 
robustness / consistency

Repeatable activity with 
enough observations 
(minimises issues of 

lumpiness) 

A level of homogeneity in 
solutions used (focuses on 

efficiency rather than 
management choice), 

A common yardstick to 
measure volumes of 

activity (need for sensible 
cost drivers)

Discussion: 
• How big is too big (e.g. P removal model dominates SVE modelled enhancement)?
• Can models developed from data from a subset of companies be used in cost assessment?
• How many years data is enough to build a relationship?
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CANDIDATES FOR DEVELOPING 
ENHANCEMENT MODELS

Enhancement cost 
driver

Status/ suggestion Suggested focus of improvement

WINEP (various) Existing / improve Create new models for likely CSO drivers. Costs to deliver at very low P 
levels may be considered separately where interventions are different.

Lead replacement* Existing / improve Develop PR19 and PR14 into either more granular or compound models to 
recognise the significant variance depending on property configuration and 
replacement boundary

WRMP (SDB + metering) Existing / improve Case to consider at a more granular level as different  interventions can 
vary dramatically in cost

DWMP / flood resilience* Create new Likely to be significant driver at PR24, was unmodelled at PR19. Case for 
developing  models for different types of interventions (SuDS, storage or 
storage equivalent). Model could then be applied across all relevant 
enhancement drivers (as these types of interventions bridge several cost 
drivers - Sewer flooding, Pollution, CSO spills).

Cyber security Create new If considered material enough, could be a candidate given interventions are 
similar and relevant to all

Process emissions Create new Models to deliver against net zero targets, look at modelling by 
intervention type or emissions type

Bathing rivers* Create new A relatively new driver of enhancement but likely to grow. Could be part of 
WINEP model improvements

On-site growth (connections 
and requisitions)

Create new More likely to be modellable than strategic off-site network reinforcement. 

Thinking on areas / 
improvements for 
modelling

• We have been considering 
enhancement cost drivers that 
may be desirable / suitable for 
modelling. These may be 
improvements to models used 
at PR19 or new models.

• In some cases(*), we are now 
collecting more granular 
information in these areas due 
to Green Recovery 
commitments.

• This could be the basis of a 
model data set if considered 
appropriate / useful. 
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LEAD
• Is it material / worth modelling?

• Is it modellable? 

• What data is required?

Discussion: is it appropriate to true up replacement scope forecasts given they will be estimates until we start work?

• Yes and getting more material - DWI report estimates costs between £1.7bn and £2bn 
to tackle the problem (to compliance point)

• Welsh gov high priority policy, likely to be part of Defra SPS
• High customer priority

• A small number of interventions available, with high degree of consensus of 
the cost drivers, with clear engineering logic

• No regional specific issues that prevent interventions
• Data availability should be good: 16 of the 17 companies have lead 

replacement programmes in AMP7 plus 2 green recovery schemes

activity Pipe 
length

single 
or 
joint 
supply

Building type 
(eg terrace, or 
NHH eg
school)

Reinstate
ment 
type

Road 
type 
(TMA 
impact)

Point of 
entry 
configuration

Comm pipe only

Comm and supply pipe to 
the building boundary

Comm and supply pipe to 
the compliance point 

Supply pipe only to the 
building boundary

Supply pipe only to the 
compliance point
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FLOOD RESILIENCE

Discussion: 
• Is it appropriate to develop models using data from just a subset of companies?
• Should we model the intervention types rather than the enhancement driver given the significant overlap?
• Should it be modelled before or after third party contributions have been taken account of?

• Is it material / worth modelling?

• Is it modellable? 

• What data is required?

• Yes and going to be multi AMP issue – by 2050, nationally flooding volumes from sewers are predicted to 
increase by +50% with c3 million people at risk of flooding caused by surface water and urban drainage.

• Likely to be overlap with WINEP drivers

• Relatively small number of interventions available
• Data availability should be reasonable

Intervention type Volume (or 
surface area?)

Cost Cost drivers

Grassed/planted detention basin

Planted bioswale

Rainwater planter

Permeable paving

Verge raingarden

Street planter

Bioretention tree pits

Storage tank (or pipe)

Traditional treatment

Roof garden / green wall

Some of these 
could be merged 
as costs are 
similar for some 
categories

There are several but unclear which are most 
material:
• Population (or utilities) density
• Land cost (and status eg conservation area)
• Geology (and land condition)
• Economic growth (development activity)
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PR24

Introduction

Assessment of enhancement costs

• PR14 enhancement models only utilised historical capex.
• They were not totex models and this was not widely challenged.

• Combination of unit cost models and allowances derived from an ‘unmodelled uplift’.

• PR19 initially followed the same approach as PR14, but with the removal of the unmodelled uplift in 
favour of undertaking deep and shallow dives of company business plans.

• For the PR19 final determinations, Ofwat’s enhancement models used forward-looking totex;
• Response to company representations on the validity of capex only models at the IAP.

• Only available data to develop totex models with.

• CMA took the same approach and assessments for enhancement expenditure as Ofwat’s FD 
position.

• This presentation looks at whether we should use forward looking costs in cost assessment and the 
different options for developing allowances but does not have a particular definitive view.
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PR24

Principled approach to assessing enhancements

Assessment of enhancement costs

• As with all aspects of cost assessment, we assess any approaches or requirements 
through the lens of our six ‘Principles’;

✓ Define the services provided

✓ Prioritise engineering and economic rationale within cost assessment 

✓ Protect the benchmark’s independence 

✓ Ensure expenditure outside of the modelled period. 

✓ Ensure there is a coherent approach to cost benchmarking and the wider framework 

✓ Challenge efficiency with a transparent, objective and stable framework 

https://www.unitedutilities.com/globalassets/documents/pdf/the-principles-of-regulatory-cost-assessment.pdf
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PR24Assessment of enhancement costs

Considerations when using company forecast cost

• Using company forecast data reduces the benchmark’s independence as 
company plans directly impact the resulting allowances.

• However, it provides an opportunity to reflect changes in intervention 
type or technology that weren’t present in historic data, which increases 
external validity.

• What are the wider business plan incentives and what does it mean for 
the level of ambition proposed?

• Business plan is an in the round assessment by companies and Ofwat – willing 
to make trade offs if overall package is appropriate.

• Efficiency challenges might be blanket assumptions rather than targeted 
actions.

• It’s the Rumsfeld dilemma!

• As a result, how reliable are the company forecasts for expenditure? See 
next slide.

Independence

External 
validity
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PR24Assessment of enhancement costs

Forecast accuracy of business plans can be unreliable

Comparison of business plan vs 2020-21 actual unit cost (nominal prices), +’ve value = increased cost

Metering Lead replacements

Note: Year 1 comparisons are used with caution and that the differences in reported costs and benefits can be due to a range of different causes. For the unit costs 
presented these can be due to a range of factors from realised efficiencies relative to assumptions, changes in scope/strategy (e.g. increased use of smart meters 
vs dumb meters relative to the business plan will cause an increase to unit cost), different intervention types captured within a cost line (e.g. treatment and pipe 
replacement costs in lead enhancement), or upfront programme set up costs (e.g. smart meter network infrastructure which may make the unit costs look higher 
for the sample available).
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PR24Assessment of enhancement costs

Coherency and efficiency challenges

• Approach to enhancement allowances should recognise that there are potentially (legitimate) allocative differences
between companies when populating tables.

• Might be appropriate to combine related enhancement lines into one model,

• Capping allowances at the minimum of the business plan or the modelled allowance does not support a coherent efficiency 
challenge. It can ignore allocative differences across separately modelled enhancements, reduces the incentive for companies to 
reveal efficiencies, reduces the independence of the benchmark and prevents an in the round trade off being made,

• WINEP in the round efficiency assessment felt like a balanced approach – should we move to enhancements in the round?

• Use of and interactions with other mechanisms to account for future uncertainty e.g. PCD, asymmetrical sharing 
rates, uncertainty mechanisms, WINEP adjustment mechanisms etc.

• Should there be an efficiency challenge on deep/shallow dives?

• Incentives for companies to reveal efficiencies up front reduced?

• Lack of an independent comparative benchmark results in asymmetry of information issues.

• Whether to apply a frontier shift adjustment to a benchmark derived from forward looking/business plan costs?

• How can we make this more transparent? App24a from PR19 didn’t really work – can we improve it?
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PR24Assessment of enhancement costs

Unmodelled uplift or deep/shallow dives?

• Some enhancement areas lack the sample size, an adequate driver or company interventions are too 
different to create reliable models.

• What to do for these enhancements? Do we need ODIs/PCDs to protect customers on deep dive allowances?

• Deep/shallow dives are essentially using forward looking data to set baselines, whereas unmodelled uplifts 
use historical industry average %, calibrated against the business plan with deep dives for any ‘material’ (1% 
of totex) variances.

• Unmodelled uplift: approach does not utilise any engineering rationale, it is simply saying ‘bigger firms will 
need to spend more’. But, there is no real reason so suggest all companies should have the same % of 
expenditure on these items. However, it limits the amount to which the benchmarks independence is 
compromised by primarily utilising backwards looking data.

• Deep/shallow dives: require engineering rationale (through evidence) but means that the allowance is 
dictated, in part, by the company view of costs. 

• It may be that the improved accuracy and scrutiny of all costs, not just those that are above the allowance, is 
preferable to sacrificing the benchmarks independence.
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PR24

STOP START CONTINUE

Assessment of enhancement costs

Lessons learned

• Items that cannot be 
independently modelled should 
not simply be aggregated e.g. 
unmodelled uplift %.

• Capping allowances at the 
minimum of the business plan 
or the modelled allowance as 
this does not support a 
coherent efficiency challenge.

• If current data is not sufficient 
then we should look to collect 
more now rather than rely on 
using the business plan.

• Additional clarity is needed on 
how companies factor into their 
plans any future 
efficiency/productivity 
assumptions if we continue to 
use forward looking models.

• Deep dive approach adopted in 
PR19 is better aligned to UU 
principles for assessing small 
and/or difficult areas to model 

• Better use of adjustment 
mechanisms at PR19 e.g. 
WINEP adjustment mechanism, 
DSRA, reduces the risk of 
getting modelling or forecasts 
wrong and protects customers 
and companies from volume 
assumption issues.
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Breakout discussions

How do we build 
on PR19 and 
improve 
assessment of 
enhancement 
costs…

1. What are your thoughts on 
approaches to enhancement cost 
benchmarking?

2. Where is more historic data needed to 
help benchmarking, how can we 
incorporate historic costs into the 
assessment and how quickly can the 
data be available?

3. What changes are needed to 
enhancement cost and benefit lines 
and their definitions to aid 
benchmarking? 

4. How can we improve cost and benefit 
data reporting for green (natured 
based) solutions?
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Future CAWG dates and topics

Future CAWG dates for your diaries:

• 1 March 2022

• 30 March 2022

Potential topics to cover at future CAWGs on enhancement:

• Resilience enhancement

• Long term enhancement

• Best value assessment



Thank
you

Thank you and questions


